
of organizations don’t effectively validate Infrastructure as Code  
security and compliance, leaving them highly vulnerable to data breach  

and disruption in cloud.

5 Faces  
of Development Risk

Which of these development risks do you  
recognize at your company?

Your cloud faces many risks, but development should not be one of them.

“…I literally sprint from project to project…Need to finish and 
merge by 5:00…start on the next thing…”

“My software was built to basic standards. 
Clients should perform their own checks.”

Overloaded Developer

Faces pressure from deadlines that forces them 
to work fast.

Needs automated security and compliance  
guardrails to prevent mistakes from being deployed.

Third-Party Developer

Builds code you integrate, but it may not be  
developed with your standards in mind.

You must continuously and unambiguously validate  
third-party software against enterprise standards.

Lead Developer

Needlessly slowed by unecessary and last-minute  
security-related tickets.

Needs real-time security feedback and  
actionable remediation guidance early in  
the development process.

Unaware Developer

Given unclear and often outdated security benchmarks.

Needs a clear understanding of the latest enterprise  
cloud standards that their code must comply with.

of software developers reportedly  
suffer from workplace burnout.

— Haystack Study to understand the impact of COVID-19  
on Software Engineers

85%

of organizations scan their  
open-source libraries

— Veracode State of Software Security v11

of developers have thought 
about quitting their job due to 
security-related stresses

— Invicti, Appsec Indicator, Fall 2021

— Infrastructure as Code Security Insights, Snyk, February 2020

of developers cite unclear security  
benchmarks as a barrier to testing 
their infrastructure-as-code.

73%

41%

“I like to get my code right the first time. 
Last-minute change requests frustrate me.”

“Finally done! Wait, did I set DB access correctly?  
Who do I even ask? And what about logging?”

less than

50%

Whether mistakes are made because developers are forced to meet short lead 

times, they haven’t been given a clear set of security standards to comply with or 

they’re doing something malicious, a lack of visibility and control over cloud 

development and delivery can spell disaster. 

Read on to learn why these challenges are all too common and what you can do 

to prevent them from putting your cloud and your reputation at risk.

Concourse automatically validates security and compliance  
at every stage of the cloud application lifecycle, so you can 
prevent data breach before it happens, and immediately 
respond to drift in runtime.

Learn more by reading our full eBook:  
The Five Faces of Development Risk

“I simply open a database to the public internet. 
No one checks my code.”

Nefarious Developer

Works around security controls or changes them 
without you knowing.

You need centralized governance and automated  
enforcement of policies and controls, to reduce  
insider threats.

corporate secrets have been  
detected on public GitHub

— Security Magazine, Over Two Million Corporate 
Secrets Detected On Public Github In 2020

2 
million


